Supply Chain /Procurement
Supply Chain team members play a critical role in helping the company supply our
products to a global customer base.
Procurement team members play a vital role in optimizing the value and quality of the
materials and services we secure to ensure our operations maintain peak performance.

LyondellBasell is one of the world’s largest plastics, chemical and refining companies.
Our products and technologies are used to make items that improve the quality of life
for people around the world. We offer a dynamic and collaborative work environment, a
comprehensive total rewards package and a robust training and development program to
enhance your career. Here are some examples of opportunities we offer:

Supply Chain Opportunities
Account Specialist

❙ Develop relationships with customers, anticipate their
needs and resolve issues
❙ Responsible for providing top tier customer service as
part of our domestic and/or export order fulfillment
process
❙ During a typical day, you may receive orders, check
product availability, coordinate product transportation
and delivery, and ensure accurate invoicing

Logistics Operations Specialist

❙ Responsible for performing accurate and timely
delivery planning tasks to meet customer requirements
for multiple modes of transportation
❙ Interact daily with plants and carriers to ensure on-time
shipment and high customer satisfaction
❙ During a typical day, you may complete goods receipts,
goods issues, coordinate transportation
availability, perform logistics inventory management, and
coordinate the reconciliation of process exceptions

Pricing Specialist

❙ Formulates reports and analyzes information to supply
business the data required to develop factors in formula
pricing calculations
❙ Manages formula pricing, rebates, agent commissions
and analytical reporting
❙ Responsible for the pricing and billing of invoices for
sales contracts and orders

Logistics Sourcing Specialist

❙ Supports Purchase to Pay process by researching,
validating and resolving complex invoices received by
logistics vendors
❙ Responsible for the pricing and billing of invoices for
sales contracts and orders

Global Procurement Opportunities
Sourcing Specialist

❙ Work in a partnership with business units across the
enterprise to identify needs for materials and services in
our global operations
❙ Define and research markets for critical materials and
services to discover key value drivers
❙ Develop sourcing strategies to effectively leverage
demand for complex commodities
❙ Establish subject matter expertise in assigned
commodity markets to drive business growth

Analyst

❙ Accurately forecast costs for consumable materials and
services through the development of enhanced spend
models
❙ Analyze and assess evolving commodity markets to
identify sourcing opportunities delivering the greatest
value to the organization
❙ Collaborate with management and internal clients to
develop long-range global sourcing strategies
❙ Heighten project performance through enhanced
consultative problem solving techniques

Buyer

❙ Participate in cross-functional teams to execute
sourcing plans for projects ranging from routine plant
maintenance to strategic capital ventures
❙ Gain exposure to cutting edge petrochemical technology
❙ Cultivate productive relationship networks with suppliers
to ensure the value, quality and continuity of critical
supplies
❙ Execute sourcing projects and site contracts at a
foundation level providing vital support to sustain the
manufacturing process

